
Qualities of a “Thankful” heart
                                                      

Hook:  It is easy to set aside one day a year to celebrate “Thanksgiving,” to go around
The table and share what we are “thankful” for and we should do this.   But what are 
The essential qualities for our life so that we might have a “Thankful” heart regardless 
of the time of year or circumstances we might be facing?

-I want nothing more from my life than to be consistent.  As we have smiled and said
Before, we don’t have to work hard at being negative, critical, complaining about this
Or that, I can be consistent in those things……But what about having a “Consistent
Thankful heart?”  What are some of the basic essentials for this to happen?  

Today, I want to give you three things that come to mind in developing this consis-
tency
Of a “Thankful” heart……

Prayer

1.  A consistent Thankful heart is a “focused” heart

-With a camera there is a little knob to help us focus, to have a clear and distinct pic-
ture.
Many years ago, I bought what I called a “dummy camera.”  Any dummy could run it, 
it
Had an automatic focus built into it.

-In the Christians life a focused heart is one with a clear and distinct vision of who God
Is and what He has called us to be and do!  It is not automatic it is a choice!!!!

-One of the great weaknesses of man, is we allow so many things into our life that take 
Our heart out of focus.   Things like personal want to’s over doing what we know to be
Right and true!  Focusing on the temporal, fame, fortune, power and pleasure instead of
The eternal!

-The Westminister short catechism says that “The chief end of man is to glorify God 
and
Enjoy Him forever!”  

-What helps us to maintain a sharp focus?  Mark 15:24, “And they crucified Him….”  
Note vs. 17-20 of Mark 15.  

-See Luke 24:1 “But”  Love this word….. “On the first day of the week.”   The cross is 
Empty the Tomb is vacant…..Revelations 1:12-17---Christ today sitting at the “Right
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Hand of God….making intercession for us.”

-Forgiven, Accepted, Secure in Christ….Focused on who He is, what He has done on 
our
Behalf and what He has called us to.  

-Great Prayer: “Lord help me to aim my life at the right thing!”  

-Great example of a focused life---is the Joshua---just taking over for Moses to lead the 
People into the promised land.  He was a warrior….So note how God told him to take
Jericho……A focused life is one that has a clear and distinct, growing view of God!

2.  A consistent Thankful heart is a “Fruitful” heart

-John 15:16….John 15:5,8

-Friends, we don’t have to go to a foreign land to be fruitful for His glory.  Fruit bear-
ing is 
using our time talents and treasures to further the cause of Christ.  

-Matthew 13:23, “Parable of the good soil.”  

-Why?  When our heart is filled with “Thankfulness” fruit bearing is what comes 
about.  

A.  Fruit of the Spirit

B.  Evangelism and Discipleship.  Reproducing our life in the life of others starting in 
our
home and extending out to the world around us.  Some 30-60-100 fold 

Story Jim Wilson with Press on Ministries—Amy Kruciak, with CEF

-A fruitful heart is a heart of Humility, Prayer, and Dependence on the Word of God

-A Consistent Thankful heart is a Focused Heart and a Fruitful Heart!

3.  A consistent Thankful heart is a “Faithful” heart

-Numbers 12:7, “Not so with my servant Moses, “He is faithful in all My household.”  

-Song, “May those who follow after find us faithful!”  

-Faithful:  Dependable, Consistent, Loyal, Deserving Trust, Dedicated, Keeping your 
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Promises or doing what you are supposed to do, Devout, Steadfast—firm in adherence 
To…True to His standard.

-Antonym---disloyal, false, fickle, inconsistent, untrue, not dependable.  

-Story of Charissa Harms.  Young mother of two, bed ridden as a result of a fall during
A volleyball game, 100 plus Dr.’s no Diagnosis.  Prayer for, encouragement of her 
husband and kids, not complaining, just faithful in her life circumstance!

A Consistent Thankful heart is one that is Focused, is Fruitful & Faithful!
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